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Abstract
The purpose of this research was to set-up a protocol for
using the CeIT elliptical test phantom to test the
performance of Automatic Exposure Control (AEC) systems
on the CT scanners in use at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary (ARI).
These are the GE Lightspeed, GE Optima 6600 and Siemens
Somaton Definition in Radiology and the Philips Brilliance in
Radiotherapy treatment planning. The variation of image
noise and the tube current-time product (mAs) were
studied from images obtained from each scanner. Noise was
measured using the standard deviation of five selected
regions of interest in the images of the phantom obtained
from the CT scanners. Normalised percentage noise (noise
%) was then calculated to compare how the scanners dealt
with image noise with relation to the mAs. The results
showed an increase in mAs values (increase in dose) with
the phantom and regulation of the noise leading to
acquisition of quality images from all three scanners. Off-
centering, using the AP scout increased the dose to the
phantom when the patient table was above the isocenter
and reduced the dose to the phantom when the table was
below the isocenter. This shows the importance of patient
centering for effective AEC system ’ s dose regulation.
Different SPRs also affected the operations of the AEC
systems differently, with PA giving more dose followed by
LAT and AP in the GE and Philips scanners which were
studied on this aspect. The Philips D-DOM modulation kept
almost constant dose across the scanning process regardless
of the phantom size, hence D-DOM should be used with
care. CeLT phantom was useful in studying dose regulation
by different AEC systems, hence it is useful in quality control
(QC) tests of AEC systems on CT scanners as a testing
protocol was formulated from this study.

Keywords: Automatic Exposure Control (AEC); Computed
Tomography (CT), Image Noise; Attenuation Coefficient; CT
Numbers; Stochastic; Deterministic; Radiation exposure; CeLT
Phantom; Patient dose; mAs; Hounsfield units

Introduction
The increased worldwide demand for computed tomography

(CT) scans to provide quality images and faster scans for patient
care and management has led to the introduction of multi-
detector technology of CT scanners that provide faster scan
times, longer scan ranges and higher resolution for better image
quality. The demand for CT scans has therefore resulted in the
use of more ionising radiation for diagnostic and radiotherapy
treatment planning purposes. Radiation dose should be as low
as reasonably achievable (ALARA) and the benefits of the
radiation procedure should outweigh the risks. The International
Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP) requires diagnostic
reference levels (DRLs) to be established to identify abnormally
high dose levels by setting an upper threshold, which standard
dose levels are not expected to exceed when good practice is
applied [1]. The radiation dose received from a CT scan varies
from person to person as it depends on the individual’s size, the
type of CT procedure used, as well as the type of the CT scanner
used. Various dose reduction techniques have been studied to
cater for adverse radiation effects, while maintaining the
diagnostic utility of the acquired images. Automatic exposure
control, minimising scanning times and optimization of system
parameters are some of the techniques used in dose reduction
to patients [2-4].

Computed Tomography (CT)
Computed tomography (CT) also known as computed axial

tomography (CAT) is a non-invasive medical procedure that uses
specialized X-ray equipment to produce images of the body.
Tomography refers to the ability to view an anatomic section or
slice through the body. Cross-sectional images represent a slice
of the patient/object being imaged [3,5]. CT scanners make
measurements of X-rays attenuation (reduction of X-ray intensity
as it passes through matter) through a finite-thickness cross
section of the body. The image is represented by a matrix, which
is a two-dimensional (2D) array of numbers arranged in rows
and columns. The value of the image is represented by each
number at that location. Each number in the image matrix
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represents a 3D volume element (voxel) in the object, while the
voxel is represented in the image as a 2D picture element (pixel).
The acquired data is reconstructed to form a digital image of the
cross section with each pixel in the image representing a
measurement of the mean attenuation of a voxel that extends
through the thickness of the section.

X-ray attenuation and CT numbers
The attenuation of the radiation through a material of

thickness, ∆x, can be expressed using equation 1 below:

Equation (1)

Where I is the X-ray intensity measured with the material in

the material in the X-ray beam path, and µ being the attenuation
coefficient of the material. The attenuation coefficient reflects
the degree of X-ray intensity reduction by a material. The
radiation therefore passes through a stack of voxels (as it is
attenuated at each voxel) before it is detected. Each attenuation
measurement adds up to the sum of attenuation along the ray
path through the material. The transmitted intensity is then
given by equation 2:

Where

The formula can further be expressed as the natural logarithm
(ln):

The average attenuation coefficient values (µ) for each voxel
in the cross section are derived by an image reconstruction
process. The voxel’s average attenuation is found to increase
with the density and the atomic number of tissues and it
declines with increasing X-ray energy.

The final step of image reconstruction involves scaling of the
individual attenuation values to more convenient whole
numbers, CT numbers (CT#) expressed in Hounsfield units (HU).
CT# represents the percentage (%) difference between the X-ray
attenuation coefficient for a voxel and that of water multiplied
by 1000. The CT numbers are then normalised to water

The computation of CT numbers (CT#) is as follows:

Where μm (obtained during the calibration of the machine) is
the measured attenuation of the material in a voxel and K (1000)
is the scaling factor set by the manufacturer. Voxels containing
materials that attenuate X-rays more than water (e.g. bone, liver,
muscle tissue) have positive CT# whereas less attenuating
materials (e.g. adipose tissue, lungs) have negative CT#. CT# for
a given material (except water and air) will vary with changes in
X-ray tube potential as well as across manufacturers [6].

Image noise
Noise is the portion of a signal from an object, that contains

no information and it is characterised by a grainy appearance on
the image. An image from a CT scanner usually shows CT values
fluctuating around a mean value. This random variation
(standard deviation) is the image noise. There might be some
other deviations present known as structured noise or artefacts.
The noise is normally expressed as the normalised standard
deviation (SD) of an array CT values at the centre of a single scan
of a uniform water equivalent phantom. An array of CT numbers
is selected using a region of interest (ROI) with the image
diagnostic tool.

In order to make a direct comparison between CT scanners
with different contrast scales, a normalised standard deviation
(S), also known as % normalised noise (Noise %) is required.

Where; SDwater is the standard deviation of pixel values
within a ROI from an image of a uniform medium, whereas
CT#water and CT#air are CT values of water and air respectively
[7].

Effects of radiation exposure
Many factors determine the biological response to radiation

exposure. These factors include variables associated with the
system being irradiated and the radiation source. Effects of
radiation damage at cellular or molecular level may or may not
result in clinically detectable adverse effects. Some effects are
quick to appear while some may take decades to appear.
Biological effects of radiation are classified into two groups,
stochastic and deterministic. Stochastic effects (especially
cancer) are considered to be the main health risk from radiation
doses less than 100 mGy. Stochastic effects have no threshold
dose and the probability of an effect increases with dose, but
severity of the effect is not dose related. Deterministic effects
such as skin injuries and cataract formation, occur when the
radiation exposure is high and once a threshold of exposure has
been exceeded. With deterministic effect, the predominant
biological effect is cell killing. Appropriate radiation protection
mechanisms and occupational exposure dose limits can be put
in place to reduce the likelihood of these effects occurring [8].

Aim
The aim of this study was to set-up a protocol for using the

CeIT elliptical test phantom to test the performance of
Automatic Exposure Control (AEC) systems on the CT scanners in
use at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary (ARI). These are the GE
Lightspeed, GE Optima 6600 and Siemens Somaton Definition in
Radiology and the Philips Brilliance in Radiotherapy treatment
planning.

The study focused on the following areas in order to
formulate a testing protocol:

Specific aim 1: Understand different AEC systems on different
scanners (GE, Siemens and Philips)
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Specific aim 2: Evaluate how the image noise varies across the
phantom for the three scanners

Specific aim 3: Evaluate the effects of different scouts and
different heights on AEC systems of the scanners

Specific aim 4: Formulate a testing protocol to test the
performance of AEC systems across scanners

Materials and Methods

The Phantom
The phantom employed was a CeLT Phantom (Figure 1). CeLT

Phantom consists of four (4) interlocking and overlapping solid
ellipsoids of uniform composition, sized to provide similar
attenuation levels as those found across a range of typical
patient sizes. Embedded within each ellipsoid are three samples
of different materials (contiguous within each section). These
materials cover the Hounsfield unit range typically found in
patients (+330 HU to -100 HU). There are also two channels
which are unfilled so it is also possible to measure air
throughout the phantom. Measurement of liquid (water or
other material, e.g. radiographic contrast material) is possible if
a suitable container is purchased. The phantom was labelled
part A-D in the order of increasing size for clarity during the
analysis. The weights of each ellipsoid were as follows; A=3.1 kg,
B=4.7 kg, C=6.5 kg and D=7.4 kg, with the total weight of the
phantom being 33.2 kg. The phantom was centred during the CT
acquisition, as in routine CT examination, with the smallest part
of the phantom (Part A) going first into the scanner.

Figure 1: CeLT phantom in a CT scanner.

CT Scanners
The phantom was imaged using the three scanners; GE,

Siemens and Philips. Since different manufacturers apply AEC
systems differently, it was not easy to set common parameters
for the three scanners. The scanners operations differed
depending on whether it is a 16-slice or 64-slice scanner.
Different scanner settings for the three scouts (AP, LAT and PA)
for each scanner were as shown in Tables 1 and 2 below.

Table1: Imaging parameters used to acquire data for all scouts (AP, LAT and PA).

Manufacturer Model AEC system Tube current stored in
DICOM kVp Rotation time

(s)
Reconstruction
kernel

GE Medical
System Discovery CT750 HD SmartmA mA/rotation 120 0.8 Standard body

Siemens SOMATOM Definition AS+ Care Dose 4D Effective mAs 100 0.5 B20f

Philips Brilliance Big Bore Z-DOM ACS & D-DOM mAs/slice 120 1.453 Standard body

The GE and Siemens scanners operated on combined AEC
systems (Smart mA and Care Dose 4D) respectively and the

Philips scanner operated on the Z-DOM and D-DOM separately
as the scanner has no combined AEC system.

Table 2: Imaging parameters used to acquire data for all scouts (AP, LAT and PA) Table positions: 0=isocenter, negative values=table
below 0 and positive values=table above 0.

Scanner AEC System Protocol name Table position (cm) Image quality

GE Smart mA Medium Abdomen Pelvis

0 NI=44

-10 Min mA=10

10 Max mA=400

Siemens Care Dose 4D Head Routine 0
Effective mAs=261

Quality reference mAs=230
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Philips

 

Z-DOM

 

 

 

Pelvis/Pelvis

 

 

 mAs/slice

0 138-694

-13 56-284

10 58-298

 

D-DOM

 

 

Pelvis/Pelvis

 

 

 mAs/slice

0 30

-13 290

10 298

Computational implementation
A computer programme, ImageJ, was used to read relevant

data from the images obtained from scanning the phantom with
each of the scanners. Five ROI of the same area per scanner,
with areas ranging from 1089.4 mm2 to 1096.1 mm2 were
drawn on the image of the smallest part of the phantom, with
numbering of 1 to 5 (drawn in yellow) to represent each ROI. ROI
5 represented the background. It was not easy to maintain the
same area of ROI across the scanners, and in some cases within
one scanner, when moving across different patient table height,
hence a range of the area for the ROI was used. The ROI were
drawn about 2 mm from the edge of the smallest image avoiding
small circles that appeared on the phantom as they were of
different densities from the entire phantom. Measurement of
the CT# and corresponding SD values per slice were read from
the images using ImageJ (Figure 2).

Figure 2: CT# and corresponding SD per slice from ImageJ.

A macro (Figure 3) was developed on ImageJ to read the
desired parameters (kVp, mA, exposure time, slice thickness,
amongst others) from the DICOM header. Values obtained from
using ImageJ were tabulated and processed to study the effect
of AEC on different scanners. The main parameters of interest
being the variation of mAs and the image noise across the
phantom from different scanners at different SPR.

Figure 3: ImageJ macro presenting data from the DICOM
header.

Image quality evaluation
CT# and corresponding SD values from ImageJ were used to

study the effects of AEC systems of different scanners on the
image noise. Values of measured SD were plotted against slice
positions to study how noise varied across the phantom for all
scanners. Noise (%) was calculated and compared to average
mAs values across the phantom across all scanners. The
variation of the CT# and corresponding SD per section of the
phantom were respectively presented using the coefficient of
variance (CoV). Image slices which showed negative CT#s were
excluded from analysis as they either represented beginning or
the end of each phantom section or the gap in between
phantom sections.

Results

Image noise across the phantom
GE scanner: The standard deviation (showing the noise

variation) increased with the phantom, in all ROI (Figures 4a, 4b,
5a and 5b). CeLT phantom is elliptical hence the lateral cross
section is bigger than the AP/PA cross section, hence more X-
rays were attenuated along the LAT scanning direction as shown
in Figure 1a below. ROI 4 at the PA cross section however
showed bigger variations compared to other three ROI (Figure
5a and 5b). The reason being that ROI 4 is just above the patient
table hence the table also attenuates X-rays leading to AEC
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system increasing the tube current for enough X-rays to reach
the detector to form a good image. The SD increased with the
phantom so as to maintain a constant image noise. NB: The
sudden decrease and rise in figures below represent negative
CT#s at the start or end of each section of the phantom which
were excluded from analysis as they represented gaps between
phantom sections.

Figure 4: Standard deviation against slice position. ROI 1 and
3 represent the lateral scanning direction, while ROI 2
represents the AP scanning direction.

Figure 5: Standard deviation against slice position. ROI 3 the
lateral scanning direction, while ROI 2 and 4 represent the AP
and PA scanning directions respectively.

Siemens scanner: The noise variation for the Siemens scanner
followed a similar pattern to the GE scanner (increased with the
phantom), except for the largest part of the phantom where the
noise variation was not consistent within this part of the
phantom (Figure 6a, 6b, 7a and 7b).

Figure 6: Standard deviation against slice position. ROI 1 and
3 represent the lateral scouts, while ROI 2 and 4 represent the
AP and PA scouts respectively.

Figure 7: Standard deviation against slice position. ROI 1 and
3 represent the lateral scouts, while ROI 2 and 4 represent the
AP and PA scouts respectively.

Philips scanner

 The image noise for the Philips scanner
on the Z-DOM modulation with the table at the isocenter,
followed a similar trend to the GE scanner where the noise was
kept almost constant throughout the scanning process (Figures
8a, 8b, 9a and 9b). ROI 4 which is on the side the phantom is in
contact with the table also showed bigger values for the SD as
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more mAs as the table also attenuated some X-rays, which was
not the case with the other three ROI.

Figure 8: Standard deviation against slice position for the Z-
DOM modulation with the patient table at the isocenter.

Figure 9: Standard deviation against slice position for the Z-
DOM modulation with the patient table at the isocenter.

The angular modulation on the other hand presented
an increasing pattern in the SD values across the phantom. With
this pattern, the image noise remained almost constant within a

section of the phantom and jumped to a bigger values as the
phantom increased in size (Figures 10a, 10b, 11a and 11b).
There was no significant variations in SD values for ROI 1, 2 and
3, while PA scout on ROI 4 showed higher SD values compared to
the AP scanning direction (ROI 2).

Figure 10: Standard deviation against slice position for the
angular modulation with the patient table at the isocenter.

Figure 11: Standard deviation against slice position for the
angular modulation with the patient table at the isocenter.

The variation of the mAs across the phantom
GE scanner: Tube current-time product (mAs) values

increased by 5 to 6 times from the smallest part of the phantom
to the largest part of the phantom for all the three scouts (Table
3). The scan that used anteroposterior (AP) SPR had small values
of the mAs followed by the lateral (LAT), with the
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posteroanterior (PA) SPR having the largest mAs values at every
section of the phantom. The difference is more pronounced in
the larger segments of the phantom (Figure 12). Since the
radiation dose is proportional to mAs, the results show that the
dose increased with the increasing size of the phantom as
expected. Hence comparing parts of the patients with similar
tissue densities, larger parts of the patients will attenuate X-rays
more than more than smaller parts of the patients. More
radiation dose is needed as the phantom size increases to

compensate for attenuation of X-rays as they pass through
different sections of the phantom, and the dose increases as the
size increases. The PA scout had highest values of mAs compared
to the other two scouts because the patient table also
attenuated some X-ray photons. More dose was needed to
compensate for the attenuation of X-rays by both the patient
table and the phantom before the X-rays could reach the
detectors and give a quality image.

Table 3: Average mAs values and the measured noise (SD) per section of the phantom for different scouts with the patient position
at the iscocenter.

Section kVp Area (mm2)

 

Average mAs

 

 

 

 

SD (HU)

 

 

Noise (%)

 

AP LAT PA AP LAT PA AP LAT PA AP LAT PA

A 120 1096 21.7 23.4 31.1 19.3 19.3 19.2 18.5 17.9 15.3 1.9 1.8 1.5

B 120 1096 40.6 46.4 56 15.5 15.5 15.4 21.6 20.7 18.1 2.2 2.1 1.8

C 120 1096 77.1 94.4 109.3 14.5 14.5 14.5 23 20.8 19.1 2.3 2.1 1.9

D 120 1096 117 150.9 165.2 22 21.1 21.9 26 22.4 21.5 2.6 2.3 2.2

Figure 12: Shows variation of mAs across the phantom for the
GE scanner.

Table 4 below show no consistent pattern in the attenuation
(CT#) when comparing the four sections of the phantom. The CT
numbers’ coefficient of variation (CoV), found by SD ÷ mean,
across the phantom was as follows; 11.2%, 7.4%, 7.5% and
35.8% for parts A, B, C and D respectively. The expectation was a
consistent attenuation pattern increasing from the smallest to
the largest part of the phantom since the phantom is made from
the same material with the only difference being the increase in

size from part A to part B. However the coefficient of variance
(CoV) of the noise across the phantom (sections A to D) was
consistent with values of 16.5%, 16.5%, 16.6% and 16.7%
respectively.

Table 4: CoV of CT# and noise (%) for the GE scanner-AP.

Phantom
Section

SD Noise (%)
CoV (%)

CT# Noise
(%)

A 19.3 18.5 1.9 11.2 16.5

B 15.5 21.6 2.2 7.4 16.5

C 14.5 23 2.3 7.5 16.6

D 22 26 2.6 35.8 16.7

Siemens: The noise (%) increased with increasing mAs values
(AP SPR) across the phantom from part A to part D. The mAs
values increased 3 times from the smallest to the largest part of
the phantom (Table 5). The variation of the mAs per section of
the phantom was not consistent. The tube current however
saturated (became constant) at the largest (most attenuating)
part of the phantom (Figure 13). The CoV of CT# and SD
increased with the phantom, with values of 4.7% to 9.5% and
9.2% to 10.4% for the CT# and SD respectively.

Table 5: Average mAs values with corresponding CT#, SD and noise (%) for the Siemens scanner.

Phantom
Section kVp mAs SD Noise (%)

CoV

CT# Noise

A 100 1089.4 117.6 11.7 8.3 0.9 4.7 9.2
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B 100 1089.4 162.9 8.4 10.3 1.1 6.9 9.6

C 100 1089.4 261 8.2 12.3 1.3 8.4 9.9

D 100 1089.4 323.5 8.8 13.6 1.4 9.5 10.4

Figure 13: Shows variation of mAs across the phantom for the
Siemens scanner.

Philips: The mAs increased with the phantom for the Z-DOM
modulation (Figure 14), with an increase of 5 times from part A
to part B of the phantom. The mAs was kept almost constant
within each section of the phantom. The angular modulation
mAs decreased linearly with the increasing size of the phantom
(Figure 14). The linear decrease was 12.2% with average mAs
values of 245.8 mAs at the smallest part of the phantom and
215.7 mAs for the largest part of the phantom.

Figure 14: Shows variation of mAs across the phantom for the
Philips scanner.

The % noise for the Z-DOM modulation was almost consistent
(0.8% to 1.0%) with increasing mAs values across the phantom
(Part A to D), as shown in Table 6 below. The angular modulation
on the other hand had significant increase in the % noise (0.4%
to 1.2%) from the smallest part (A) to the largest part (B), with
the corresponding mAs values decreasing from part A to D
(245.8 mAs to 215.7 mAs). For the Z-DOM, the CoV for the CT
numbers (Table 7) decreased from part A to part D except in
part C where the CoV was the highest (10.2%). The CoV values
for the CT# (angular modulation) followed a similar trend as in
the Z-DOM modulation, with part C of the phantom having the
highest value of 9.7%. The CoV for the SD values followed no
consistent pattern, with values ranging between 4.9% to 6.7%
for the Z-DOM and 3.8% to 5.1% for the angular modulation.

Table 6: Relationship between mAs and noise (%) for the Z-DOM modulation.

Phantom
Section

kVp ROI area (mm2) mAs Mean CT# SD Noise (%) CoV

CT# SD

A 120 1093.2 61.8 13.2 7.5 0.8 9.1 6.2

B 120 1093.2 104 10.3 8.6 0.9 7.9 6.7

C 120 1093.2 179 11.6 9.5 1 10.2 6.3

D 120 1093.2 282 11.8 9.5 1 4.7 4.9

Table 7: Relationship between mAs and noise (%) for the angular modulation.

Phantom
Section

kVp ROI area (mm2) mAs SD Noise (%) CoV

CT# SD

A 120 1093.2 245.8 13.3 3.7 0.4 8.9 4.4

B 120 1093.2 236.3 10.4 5.6 0.6 7.7 5.1
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C 120 1093.2 227.4 11.9 8.4 0.9 9.7 3.8

D 120 1093.2 215.7 12.2 11.4 1.2 4.5 4.6

Effects of different scouts and different heights on
AEC systems of the scanners

Different table heights using the AP scout

Lower values of mAs were recorded at the table
height 10 cm below the isocenter (Figure 15). The AEC system
views the phantom to be further, therefore smaller from the X-
ray tube thereby delivering lower mAs. When the patient table
was 10 cm above the isocenter, higher values of mAs were
recorded. The table height above the isocenter takes the
phantom closer to the X-ray tube, hence the AEC system views
the phantom as larger (magnified), where higher values of mAs
will be needed to compensate for X-rays attenuation to obtain a
good image, thereby delivering a higher dose.

Figure 15: mAs across the phantom at different patient table
heights for the GE scanner.

The variation of the mAs at different table
heights followed a similar pattern as with the GE for the Z-DOM
modulation, with higher values of mAs obtained at each
phantom section for the table height of 10 cm above the
isocenter (Figure 16a). The table height of -13 cm below the
isocenter presented lower values of mAs. The angular
modulation did not show significant difference in variations of
the mAs at different table positions (Figure 16b).

Figure 16: mAs across the phantom at different patient table
heights for the Philips scanner for (a) the Z-DOM modulation
and (b) angular modulation.

Comparison of AEC performance and corresponding
noise (%) across the phantom on the three scanners

AEC testing protocol: The following steps should be followed
when testing the performance of AEC systems in CT scanners
using CeLT phantom.

Ensure correct positioning of the phantom on the table with
the smallest part first into the gantry

Set scanning parameters as stipulated in Tables 1 and 2 for
each scanner

Start imaging the phantom

Change the table position to image at different positions
above and below the isocenter

Compare results to the ones in Tables 3-8

Accept the test if results fall within 10% of the ones in Tables
3-8

Check scanning parameters once again if results fall outside
10% range of the ones in Tables 2 and 6

This testing protocol is to ensure proper CT scanner operation
as is directly related to the quality of patient care. The 10%
tolerance was arbitrary chosen and when test results fall way
beyond this limit, the manufacturers tolerance limits should be
used.

Table 8: Comparison of the variation of mAs and corresponding noise (%) for all scanners for the AP SPR.

Phantom section Average mAs Noise (%)
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 scanners:GE

Philips scanner:



GE Siemens

Philips GE

Siemens

Philips

Z-DOM Angular Z-
DOM Angular

A 21.7 117.6 61.8 245.8 1.9 0.9 0.8 0.4

B 40.6 162.9 103.8 236.3 2.2 1.1 0.9 0.6

C 77.1 261 178.9 227.4 2.3 1.3 1 0.9

D 117.4 323.5 282.4 215.7 2.6 1.4 1 1.2

Discussion
AEC systems have been broadly accepted in clinical practice as

an effective method for adapting dose to patient size, anatomy
of the scanned region and the direction of scanning. Challenges
posed by different manufacturers’ application of AEC systems
require CT scanner users to understand algorithms to be used
for each specific scan to minimise patient over/under exposure
to radiation without compromising image quality [9]. Several
studies have shown a significant patient dose reduction without
compromising image quality when AEC systems are used in CT
[3,5,10]. There are several aspects to consider with the use of
AEC systems in CT scanning and the localiser (SPR) being one
fundamental aspect as it provides information on the
attenuation of the patient [11].

AEC systems on different scanners (GE, Siemens and
Philips)

The results show that AEC systems of all the three scanners
adjusted the mAs with relative to the size of the phantom, with
higher mAs values for bigger parts of the phantom and smaller
mAs values for the small part of the phantom, except for the
Philips angular modulation where mAs decreased with
increasing size of the phantom (Table 8).

The GE scanner operates on the principle of keeping a
constant image noise across all patient. A noise index (NI) chart
could be used for scanners using the constant image noise
approach, where the mA modulation is done manually for
patients of different sizes, with higher noise indices for large
patients and lower noise indices for smaller patients [9].

The Siemens Care Dose 4D operates on the principle that
different patient sizes require different levels of noise to
maintain adequate image quality. This is achieved by assessment
of the size of the scanned cross section and adjusting the mA
relative to the reference mAs. The Siemens scanner showed
higher mAs values for large sizes and smaller mAs values for
smaller sizes.

The Siemens and the Philips scanners mA values are
determined by the scanners and depend on settings that
increase the noise level with patient size, while the GE scanner
minimum and maximum mA values are selected and the mA is
modulated within the range of selected image noise levels. mA
values used in the GE and Philips scanners are based on SPRs
attenuation levels, while the Siemens scanner uses the SPR to
estimate the mA range, and the mA are adjusted based on real

time measurements of attenuation during the scan as shown in
Table 8.

How image noise varies across the phantom for the
three scanners

Results from this study show an increase in noise (%) with
increasing size of the phantom for the three scanners (Table 8).
The increase in noise (%) was a result of more attenuation of X-
rays by larger parts of the phantom.

Effects of different scouts and different heights on
AEC systems of the scanners

The PA scout resulted in higher mAs values across the
phantom for the GE scanner and this shows the importance of
choosing the appropriate SPR for dose matching to the patient
examination. Different SPR were not examined with the other
two canners (Siemens and Philips).

Different table heights (Off-centering)
Modern CT scanners use beam-shaping (bowtie) filters to

reduce patient dose and improve image uniformity. Horizontal
off-centering could lead to increase in radiation dose and
excessive radiation dose to radiosensitive superficial structures
such as breasts, thyroid and gonads. Horizontal off-centering
could also result in poor image quality as the most attenuating
part of the scanned area (center) receives few X-rays hence
noisier images will be obtained. Vertical off-centering (in AP/PA
scout scanning) could either diminish or magnify the scanned
region leading to the AEC system adapting the mA to wrong
values which will in turn result in either noisier images (for
diminished regions) or unnecessary increase in dose (for
magnified regions). Vertical off-centering in both cases of the GE
and the Philips scanners resulted in higher mAs values for table
heights above the isocentre and lower mAs values for table
positions below the isocenter. This relationship was not studied
with the Siemens scanner.

Conclusion
AEC systems that provides combined modulation and in which

acceptable image noise levels are varied according patient size,
region scanned, and diagnostic task have shown to provide
significant levels of dose reduction [3,5,10,11]. The results of
this study show that the dose and consequently image noise is
dependent on the anatomy and size of the scanned region, for
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which a specific examination protocol is examined. The Philips
D-Dose should be used with care as it did not regulate dose
based on attenuation of the phantom and it delivered high dose
at smaller parts of the phantom. This could result in high doses
to children or small patients than necessary. Several aspects of
AEC systems should be considered when optimising CT radiation
dose. These aspects include patient positioning and centering,
the projection angle of the localiser, protocol selection, and the
use of protective devices. Evaluation of AEC systems is an
important aspect of the QC of CT scanners in monitoring patient
dose as well as obtaining useful quality images for patient
management and care. CeLT phantom was useful in studying
how AEC on different scanners regulate dose and corresponding
noise to provide a clinically useable image. The results obtained
were useful in formulating a testing protocol to be used in
monitoring the performance of CT scanners in regulating patient
dose and providing clinically useful images.
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